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The Associated Press: California Judge Rejects Request to Suspend Assisted Suicide 
Law  
A California judge has rejected a request by physicians to immediately suspend a new state law allowing 
terminally ill people to end their lives. Judge Daniel A. Ottolia of Riverside County Superior Court ruled on 
Friday that the law would remain in effect for now. But he agreed to allow the physicians to pursue their 
lawsuit claiming that the law lacks safeguards against abuse. (8/27) 

The Associated Press: Judge Won't Block California's Strict Child Vaccination Law  
A federal judge will not immediately block a California law that requires all schoolchildren to be vaccinated 
and is one of the strictest in the nation for eliminating exemptions based on religious and personal beliefs. 
The ruling Friday by U.S. District Judge Dana Sabraw in San Diego comes as the law faces its first test 
with the end of summer break. A lawsuit filed by 17 families and two foundations sought an injunction 
while the lawsuit works its way through the courts. The law went into effect July 1 and eliminated religious 
and personal beliefs as reasons for opting out of the state's mandatory immunizations. (Watson, 8/26) 

ADMINISTRATION NEWS 

The Washington Post: FDA Takes Radical Measure of Recommending Zika Screening for 
Entire U.S. Blood Supply  
Peter Marks, director of the FDA’s Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research, said the advisory was 
put out because "there is still much uncertainty regarding the nature and extent of Zika virus 
transmission." In a media conference call, he noted the “rapid expansion” of the virus, which is actively 
spreading in more than 50 countries, mostly in the Americas and Caribbean. The United States has 
documented 8,000 cases of Americans who acquired the virus abroad and 2,000 infected through local 
transmission. Nearly all of those in the latter group are in Puerto Rico. (Cha, 8/26) 

CAMPAIGN 2016 

The Associated Press: Clinton Proposes Plan to Address Mental Health Treatment  
Hillary Clinton is rolling out a comprehensive plan to address millions of Americans coping with mental 
illness, pointing to the need to fully integrate mental health services into the nation's health care system. 
Clinton's campaign released a multi-pronged approach to mental health care on Monday, aimed at 
ensuring that Americans would no longer separate mental health from physical health in terms of access, 
care and quality of treatment. (Thomas, 8/29) 

The Associated Press: Clinton Could Face Mounting Problem with Health Overhaul  
With the hourglass running out for his administration, President Barack Obama's health care law is 
struggling in many parts of the country. Double-digit premium increases and exits by big-name insurers 
have caused some to wonder whether "Obamacare" will go down as a failed experiment. If Democrat 
Hillary Clinton wins the White House, expect her to mount a rescue effort. But how much Clinton could do 
depends on finding willing partners in Congress and among Republican governors, a real political 
challenge. "There are turbulent waters," said Kathleen Sebelius, Obama's first secretary of Health and 
Human Services. "But do I see this as a death knell? No." (8/29) 
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HEALTH LAW ISSUES AND IMPLEMENTATION 

Reuters: More U.S. Counties to See Obamacare Marketplace Monopoly: Analysis  
Nearly a third of U.S. counties will likely be served by only one insurer that participates in an Affordable 
Care Act (ACA) marketplace in 2017, according to an analysis published Sunday by the Kaiser Family 
Foundation. The 31 percent of U.S. counties that will have just a single option of insurers within the ACA's 
exchanges would represent an increase from 7 percent this year, the nonpartisan group found. 
(Hunnicutt, 8/27) 

The Washington Post: Health-Care Exchange Sign-Ups Fall Far Short of Forecasts  
Enrollment in the insurance exchanges for President Obama’s signature health-care law is at less than 
half the initial forecast, pushing several major insurance companies to stop offering health plans in certain 
markets because of significant financial losses. As a result, the administration’s promise of a menu of 
health-plan choices has been replaced by a grim, though preliminary, forecast: Next year, more than 1 in 
4 counties are at risk of having a single insurer on its exchange, said Cynthia Cox, who studies health 
reform for the Kaiser Family Foundation. (Johnson, 8/27) 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

Los Angeles Times: Pediatricians Urge States to Get Tough on Parents Who Don’t Want 
to Vaccinate Their Kids  
The nation’s pediatricians are pushing back against parents who resist having their children vaccinated 
against a broad range of dangerous diseases by calling on states to stop offering waivers to those with 
non-medical objections to the practice. In a policy statement, the American Academy of Pediatrics also 
said that if parents continue to refuse vaccinations despite exhaustive efforts to change their minds, it 
would be “acceptable” for doctors to exclude these families from their practices. (Healy, 8/29) 

The Washington Post: Cancer Researchers: It’s Time to Pay More Attention to ‘Miracle’ 
Patients  
Call it luck — or a medical miracle. During clinical trials for experimental cancer drugs, some patients 
simply respond better than others. And a tiny fraction of patients see dramatic results, responding so well 
to treatment that they survive forms of cancers that quickly kill their counterparts. Stories about people 
like Emily Whitehead, the then-6-year-old who was enrolled in a clinical trial that saved her life, make 
headlines. But statistically speaking, they’re insignificant, mere outliers. Because they deviate so far from 
the norm, these “exceptional responders” are often overlooked by researchers. Not so fast, says Eric 
Perakslis. (Blakemore, 8/26) 

PHARMACEUTICALS 

CNN Money: EpiPen Outrage May Fuel Cheap Generic in 2017  
A generic alternative for the lifesaving allergy treatment is being developed by Teva Pharmaceuticals 
(TEVA). The company has indicated the generic treatment may arrive as early as next year, creating a 
cheaper alternative to EpiPen, which has cornered an estimated 94% of the market. In fact, some Wall 
Street analysts believe the national outcry over the 400% increase in EpiPen prices may ultimately speed 
up the FDA approval process for an affordable replacement. (Egan, 8/26) 
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HEALTH IT 

KPCC: Hackers Access Personal Data of SCAN Health Plan Members  
Hackers gained access earlier this year to personal data about current and former members of Long 
Beach-based SCAN Health Plan, the company said Friday. In some cases the intruders were able to view 
information about individuals' medical conditions and medication, and "a small number" of people's Social 
Security numbers may have been compromised, it said. Company spokesman Ross Goldberg said he 
doesn't know how many people's information was accessed by the hackers. SCAN has 170,000 
members, he said, adding that the intruders also gained access to personal data about non-members 
who had provided information to company sales representatives. (O'Neill, 8/26) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS 

Los Angeles Times: EpiPen Price Gouging Demonstrates Need for More Competition in 
Generic Drugs  
Healthcare reformers are pushing insurers and government health programs to tie payments for drugs 
based on the value they provide to a patient and the healthcare system as a whole. That shift could 
generate competition between different drugs, rather than just different manufacturers of the same 
compound. ... Those efforts could prove crucial in the struggle to slow the growth in healthcare costs. 
Some critics of the pharmaceutical industry have called for more dramatic — and potentially more 
disruptive — steps, including government price controls and taxes on windfall profits. Before lawmakers 
even consider going that far, however, they should do more to bring market forces to bear on drug 
monopolists. Huge price increases should be sending an irresistible invitation to entrepreneurial 
companies to come in with a competing product. (8/26) 
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California Healthline: After 16 Years of Debate, Legislation on Surprise Medical Bills 
Pushes Forward  
A measure to protect California consumers from surprise medical bills moved closer than it’s ever been to 
becoming law when the Senate approved it Monday with a 35-1 vote. The bill would relieve patients from 
having to pay surprise medical bills out of pocket by requiring insurers to reimburse out-of-network 
doctors and other health providers a “fair amount” and doctors to accept the payments, said its author, 
Assemblyman Rob Bonta (D-Oakland). (Ibarra, 8/30) 

Los Angeles Times: California Representatives Call for Congressional Investigation Into 
Purdue Pharma and Other Opioid Makers  
Two California representatives called for a congressional investigation of opioid manufacturers, citing a 
Los Angeles Times investigation that found that the maker of OxyContin collected extensive evidence of 
criminal trafficking of its drug but in many cases did not alert law enforcement. Rep. Mark DeSaulnier (D-
Concord) and Rep. Ted Lieu (D-Torrance), members of the House Oversight and Government Reform 
Committee, said to the committee chairs that an immediate investigation was necessary. (Ryan, 8/29) 

ADMINISTRATION NEWS 

Reuters: House Committee Requests EpiPen Documents from Mylan  
U.S. representatives Jason Chaffetz and Elijah Cummings of the House Committee on Oversight and 
Government Reform sent a letter to Mylan NV Chief Executive Heather Bresch on Monday asking for 
documents and communications related to the fast-increasing price of allergy auto-injector EpiPens. 
(Bengaluru, 8/29) 

HEALTH LAW ISSUES AND IMPLEMENTATION 

Modern Healthcare: CMS Proposals would Alter ACA Marketplaces, Risk Adjustment 
The CMS proposed rules that would make several changes to the Affordable Care Act marketplaces and 
refine the law's risk adjustment, heeding calls from the health insurance industry. The proposed rules, 
which normally are released in November, come after weeks of intense scrutiny and uncertainty about the 
viability of the new ACA insurance exchanges. (Herman, 8/29) 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

Ventura County Star: West Nile case in adult confirmed in Ventura County 
One human West Nile case has been confirmed in Ventura County and health officials are looking into 
two other potential cases, Ventura County Public Health officials announced Monday. It is the first 
confirmed case of the virus found in a human this year. (Leung, 8/29) 

Orange County Register: Encephalitis is Newest Virus in Mosquito Arsenal in O.C.   
For the first time in 30 years, Orange County mosquitoes have tested positive for St. Louis encephalitis, a 
disease that can be transmitted to humans. The mosquitoes were trapped earlier this month in Garden 
Grove. St. Louis encephalitis is related to West Nile virus, which so far this year has sickened five Orange 
County residents and been found in mosquito samples from 25 local cities. (Perkes, 8/29) 
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The New York Times: Zika Can Be Transmitted by Female Mosquito to Her Eggs, Study 
Says  
The Zika virus can be transmitted by a female mosquito to her eggs, eventually infecting her adult 
daughters, researchers reported on Monday. But mother-daughter transmission happens so rarely among 
mosquitoes that it is probably not an important factor in the global Zika epidemic, according to the lead 
author of the study, published in The American Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene. (McNeil, 8/29) 

Bloomberg: Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s Drugs May Be M&A Targets, Huang Says  
Treatments for neurodegenerative diseases could emerge as the next hot spot in health-care mergers 
and acquisitions, Morgan Stanley’s head of M&A for the Americas said. “Several years out, demographics 
would point me toward things like Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s,” Susan Huang said on Bloomberg 
Television’s “Deal Report” segment Monday. Oncology deals are likely to dominate transactions in the 
short term, with recent activity just the “tip of the iceberg,” according to Huang, who advised cancer 
drugmaker Stemcentrx Inc. on its $5.8 billion sale to AbbVie Inc., completed in June. (Fournier, 8/29) 

NPR: Your Gut's Gone Viral, and That Might Be Good for Your Health  
Everywhere you turn, it seems, there's news about the human microbiome. And, more specifically, about 
the bacteria that live in your gut and help keep you healthy. Those bacteria, it turns out, are hiding a big 
secret: their own microbiome. A study published Monday suggests some viruses in your gut could be 
beneficial. And these viruses don't just hang out in your intestines naked and homeless. They live inside 
the bacteria that make their home in your gut. (Doucleff, 8/29) 

The Washington Post: For Latinos, Cancer Risks Can Depend on Heritage  
If you’re Latino, you could be at risk for colorectal cancer. But the degree of that risk could depend on 
whether your ancestry traces to Puerto Rico or to Mexico or another Latin American country. A paper 
published in the September issue of Current Epidemiology Reports discusses the health implications of 
classifying Latinos as a homogeneous entity while analyzing existing research about their cancer risks 
and outcomes and those of various subpopulations. (Kelly, 8/29) 

Kaiser Health News: Screening Positive for Depression Doesn’t Mean You’ll Get 
Treatment, Study Finds  
Getting treatment for depression may sometimes be a regular part of health care for the “worried well” 
that leaves those who cannot afford it to suffer by themselves. A new study published Monday in JAMA 
Internal Medicine illustrates that phenomenon. Most Americans who screen positive for depression don’t 
receive treatment — while most who did receive treatment don’t actually have the condition. (Tan, 8/29) 

PHARMACEUTICALS 

The Washington Post: Scientists Find Drugs for Cancer, Hepatitis C Can Kill Zika in Petri 
Dish. But Will They Work in Humans?  
Scientists have discovered three existing drugs — used for cancer, hepatitis C and for parasitic infections 
— that they say appear promising against the Zika virus. The experiments were conducted only in lab-
grown human cells in petri dishes, but the results were dramatic. Zika is so devastating that the damage it 
does has been thought to be irreversible. But the researchers said some of the compounds that the group 
tested not only allowed cells to live longer in the face of infection — but also in some cases fully recover 
from them. (Cha, 8/29) 
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The Washington Post: Mylan to Introduce a Half-Price Generic Version of EpiPen  
Joshua Sharfstein, a professor of health policy and management at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School 
of Public Health, called it a face-saving move by the company. The generic offers a way of dropping the 
price of one version of the drug, while also bringing the company some benefits. It will allow Mylan to 
segment the market, because some people will continue to buy the brand-name product. (Johnson, 8/29) 

MARKETPLACE 

The Star Tribune: Prime Therapeutics, Walgreens to Form Pharmacy Alliance   
Eagan-based Prime Therapeutics has formed a strategic alliance with drugstore giant Walgreens that 
would combine the companies' specialty and mail-order pharmacy businesses. In addition, health plan 
subscribers with pharmacy benefits managed by Prime Therapeutics would have preferred access to 
Walgreens pharmacies as part of the agreement announced Monday. (Snowbeck, 8/29) 

QUALITY 

Sacramento Bee: Recipes, not Prescriptions: A Grass-Roots Movement to Prevent 
Disease and Treat Illness with Food  
Medical schools are placing more emphasis on nutrition education. More doctors are urging patients to 
revamp their eating habits. And numerous resources such as forksoverknives.com and nutritionfacts.org 
online have emerged in recent years to lay out the facts about the dire health risks of a poor diet and offer 
ample recipes to make this food-based cure seem palatable, if not delicious. (Robertson, 8/29) 

HEALTH IT 

Bloomberg: Hospitals Try Giving Patients a Dose of VR  
Proponents of virtual reality say that it can be an effective treatment for everything from intense pain to 
Alzheimer’s disease to arachnophobia to depression. And as Facebook Inc., Sony Corp., HTC Corp. and 
others race to build a dominant VR set, the price of hardware has fallen, making the equipment a more 
affordable option for hospitals looking for alternatives for pain relief. (King and Chen, 8/29) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS 

The Boston Globe: Generic EpiPen? Mylan Finds One More Way to Game the System  
It’s almost as if Mylan, maker of the EpiPen, had drawn up a list of ways to game a dysfunctional health 
care system — and decided to check off every last one. ... News of a $300 generic version could help get 
Congress off the company’s back. But for Mylan and its CEO, Heather Bresch, the generic is also a 
shrewd business move. The price is still high enough to generate lots of money. Indeed, it’s more than 
the brand-name EpiPen cost as recently as a few years ago. (Dante Ramos, 8/29) 

DHNR is a daily compilation of news stories from GCHP's Communications Department. 

Certain news organizations are protected via a paywall requiring the purchase of a subscription to 
view their content. 
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Ventura County Star: Free Dental Clinic Draws Big Lines, Desperate Needs  
Every year, the California Dental Group stages free clinics to help people who can't afford emergency 
care for problems ranging from cavities to infected gums. Every year, people flood the place. They 
stand in line for hours, pushed by needs they say fall between the cracks of the health care system...By 
the time the doors opened at 9 a.m., nearly 100 people waited. Three times that many people sometimes 
show up for the annual free care events. (Kisken, 8/30) 

California Healthline: UC Davis to Launch Gun Violence Research Center  
University of California officials announced that UC Davis will establish the West Coast’s first research 
center dedicated to preventing gun violence. UC President Janet Napolitano said the center will be led by 
Dr. Garen Wintemute, an internationally known epidemiologist and emergency room physician who 
gathers and analyzes gun violence data with an eye toward prevention. The new California Firearm 
Violence Research Center will be funded by $5 million in taxpayer funds over five years. (Craft, 8/30) 

Los Angeles Times: Compromise Struck on Planned Parenthood-Backed Bill on Secret 
Recordings  
A deal has been struck on a controversial bill sponsored by Planned Parenthood to create new penalties 
for distributing illegal recordings in the wake of high-profile secret videos circulated by anti-abortion 
activists. The bill, by Assemblyman Jimmy Gomez (D-Echo Park), had sought to create a new crime for 
distributing video or audio recordings involving a healthcare professional that were taken without a 
person's consent. In California, it is already illegal to make such recordings without all parties' 
authorization. (Mason, 8/30) 

Stat: California Court Hangs Out a Welcome Sign: Drug Makers Can Be Sued Here  
In a closely watched decision, the California Supreme Court ruled 4-3 Monday that hundreds of out-of-
state residents had the right to sue Bristol-Myers Squibb in the state court system over side effects 
caused by one of its drugs. At issue was the question of jurisdiction, which can be used to determine 
where a lawsuit may be filed. This particular ruling clarified the extent to which the drug maker needed to 
have a presence in California in order to be sued by people from Texas, Ohio, and 33 other states, who 
claim they were harmed by the Plavix blood thinner. (Silverman, 8/30) 

Los Angeles Times: Smoking Would Be Banned in California State Parks and Beaches in 
Bill Sent to Governor  
Amid concerns over health impacts and wildfires, smoking and using electronic cigarettes would be 
outlawed at California’s 270 state parks and beaches under a bill sent by state lawmakers to the governor 
on Tuesday. The measure creates a fine of up to $250 for those caught vaping or smoking a cigar or 
cigarette, or disposing of the remains of a cigarette on a state beach or park. (McGreevy, 8/30) 

Capital Public Radio: CPR Training Might Become High School Graduation Requirement  
Gov. Jerry Brown has a month to sign a new bill that would make CPR training a high school graduation 
requirement. The CPR in Schools legislation would require schools to teach students hands-on CPR and 
how to use an automated external defibrillator. ... The bill would go into effect during the 2018-2019 
school year. (Johnson, 8/30) 
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CAPITOL HILL WATCH 

Los Angeles Times: State Senator Introduces Resolution to Condemn EpiPen Price Hikes  
State Sen. Ed Hernandez's attempt to push through a drug pricing transparency bill sputtered this year, 
but the West Covina Democrat still wants his colleagues to weigh in on the latest controversy in the cost 
of prescription drugs: the surging price of EpiPens. Hernandez is introducing a resolution that excoriates 
the anti-allergy device's manufacturer, Mylan, joining a chorus of federal lawmakers who have accused 
the company of price-gouging. (Mason, 8/30) 

ADMINISTRATION NEWS 

The Associated Press: Feds to Distribute $53 Million to States to Fight Opioids  
The Obama administration says it will distribute $53 million to 44 states in an effort to curb opioid abuse. 
Health and Human Services Secretary Sylvia Burwell says the funding will focus on reducing over-
prescribing of pain killers, increasing access to treatment and making sure the antidote naloxone is widely 
available. The administration is also calling on Congress to provide $1.1 billion in new money, saying 
legislation recently signed into law didn't do enough to expand treatment. That bill authorized $181 million 
in new spending. (8/31) 

NBC News: CDC Almost Out Of Zika Money, Director Says  
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is almost out of money to fight the Zika virus, the 
agency's director said Tuesday — just hours before Florida announced three fresh homegrown cases of 
the infection. Zika has now infected 46 people locally in Florida, presumably spread by mosquitoes. One 
case is part of an outbreak in Miami Beach and health officials say they're trying to trace the origins of two 
others. (Fox, 8/30) 

CAMPAIGN 2016 

Stat: A History of Health Rumors in Presidential Campaigns  
There’s a long history of allegations and rumors about the health of presidential candidates. Hillary 
Clinton is the latest: Donald Trump’s campaign and other conservatives have insinuated — and in some 
cases outright claimed — that the Democratic nominee is concealing various health problems. Here are 
some of the earlier episodes involving other candidates, dating back almost 50 years. (Scott, 8/30) 

HEALTH LAW ISSUES AND IMPLEMENTATION 

USA Today: As Obamacare Choices Dwindle, Feds Face Consumer, Political Backlash  
Up to 2.1 million people will likely have to change plans for 2017 due to insurers leaving states' Affordable 
Care Act marketplaces, up from more than 1.2 million who had to find new insurers last year. That doesn't 
include the millions who bought new plans because they found a better deal. The new estimates, from 
data expert Charles Gaba of ACASignups.net, come as another analysis shows five states are expected 
to have just one company selling insurance on the 2017 Obamacare exchanges. Consumers in most 
counties in nine other states won't find any competition for their exchange business either, according to 
the Kaiser Family Foundation. (O'Donnell, Alltucker, Ungar and Leys, 8/30) 
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PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

California Healthline: With Chronic Illness, You Are Your Own Best Friend 
Participants in a mostly online diabetes self-management program had lower blood sugar and were more 
likely to take their medicine regularly, study finds. (Gorman, 8/31) 

The Associated Press: New Treatment Advice for Three Common STDs  
The U.N health agency says three common sexually-transmitted infections are increasingly resistant to 
antibiotics It’s calling on doctors and patients to make sure the right drugs and doses are used, to try 
to prevent the problem from getting worse. The World Health Organization on Tuesday updated its 
treatment guidelines for chlamydia, gonorrhea and syphilis, which together infect more than 200 million 
people every year. (8/30) 

The Washington Post: Ebola Stayed in the Semen of One Man for 565 Days  
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention warned late Tuesday that Ebola lingers in semen much 
longer than previously believed, underscoring how much we still don't understand about the virus. 
Researchers initially thought that once people survived Ebola they were immune and could no longer get 
sick and transmit the virus to others, as is the case with many other infectious diseases we're 
familiar with, such as chickenpox and even the bubonic plague. (Cha, 8/30) 

PHARMACEUTICALS 

Bloomberg: Mylan CEO in 2006 Decried Practice it’s Now Using on EpiPen  
What a difference a decade makes at Mylan NV. In 2006, the drugmaker’s chief executive officer Heather 
Bresch said that “authorized generics” -- like the one her company is now introducing for EpiPen after an 
outcry over the drug’s price -- were a grave threat to the generic drug industry and hurt consumers. 
(Decker and Edney, 8/29) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS 

Los Angeles Times: New Bill to Protect Planned Parenthood is Bad for Whistleblowers  
After anti-abortion activists released hidden-camera videos last year that purported to show Planned 
Parenthood officials selling body parts from aborted fetuses, the organization’s opponents went into high 
gear, pushing state and federal officials to cut off public funds to the group and seek criminal charges. ... 
Planned Parenthood and its allies have pushed back .... But now, Planned Parenthood wants to go 
further. It’s supporting a bill in the California Legislature, AB 1671 by Assemblyman Jimmy Gomez (D-Los 
Angeles), that would make it a crime to distribute a recording or even a transcript of a private 
conversation with a healthcare provider. (8/31) 
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CALIFORNIA WATCH             SEPTEMBER 1, 2016 

California Healthline: UCLA Study: Taxpayers Foot 70 Percent of California’s Health Care 
Tab  
This year, taxpayers will cover about 70 percent of what is spent on health care in California, according to 
a new analysis released Wednesday by the UCLA Center for Health Policy Research. Many people 
assume that the U.S. health care system is primarily supported by private dollars, such as insurance 
premiums from employer-based coverage, said Gerald Kominski, director of the UCLA Center for Health 
Policy Research and the study’s lead author. (Ibarra, 8/31) 

CAPITOL HILL WATCH 

NPR: Poll: Most Americans Want Congress to Make Zika Funding a High Priority  
Summer is winding down, but when members of Congress return to Washington from their vacations next 
week, many of their constituents want them to do something about the mosquitoes — the ones carrying 
Zika virus, to be specific. A new survey shows that three quarters of Americans say Congress should 
make the allocation of more money to deal with the Zika outbreaks in Florida and Puerto Rico an 
"important" or "top priority" when they return to Washington. (Kodjak, 9/1) 

ADMINISTRATION NEWS 

The Washington Post: FDA Requires New Warnings on Danger of Combining Opioids, 
Benzodiazepines  
FDA Commissioner Robert Califf implored doctors “to heed these new warnings” and to carefully 
evaluate, on a patient-by-patient basis, whether the benefits of using opioids and benzodiazepines 
together outweigh the serious risks involved. Current labels on the drugs warn of potentially dangerous 
interactions. But FDA officials said the tougher warnings are designed to catch the attention of physicians 
and patients and to underscore the seriousness of the threat. (McGinley, 8/31) 

Stat: FDA to Hold Long-Awaited Meeting to Review Off-Label Marketing  
After years of anticipation, the US Food and Drug Administration will hold a public, two-day meeting in 
November to review the extent to which so-called off-label information about medicines may be 
disseminated to physicians. Off-label information is regulatory parlance for materials that describe 
unapproved uses of a drug. Doctors are, in fact, allowed to prescribe a medicine for an unapproved use, 
but drug makers have long chafed at restrictions on their ability to distribute such information — reprints 
of medical studies, for example — and have lobbied Congress and the FDA to loosen regulations. 
(Silverman, 8/31) 

CAMPAIGN 2016 

The Associated Press: Poll: More Voters Trust Clinton on Health Care  
A new poll finds that more voters trust Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton to do a better job 
on health care issues, from Medicare to medical costs. But they're not holding out hope for big 
improvements. The survey from the nonpartisan Kaiser Family Foundation found that Clinton leads 
Republican opponent Donald Trump when it comes to the future of Medicare, Medicaid, the federal health 
care law, and the cost of medications. (9/1) 
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HEALTH LAW ISSUES AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The Washington Post's Fact Checker: The White House Claim that ‘Most’ People on 
Obamacare Pay $75 or Less  
A number of readers asked about this tweet, which was a summary of comments made by [White House 
press secretary Josh] Earnest during a White House press briefing. The tweet included a video of 
Earnest’s remarks, in which he said: “What is clear is that the vast majority of people all across the 
country will have access to a plan that costs $75 a month or less.” Earnest made these comments in 
response to a question about how enrollment in the insurance exchanges established by the Affordable 
Care Act is at less than half its initial forecast. Officials say he was referring to people in the exchanges, 
not the population as a whole, when he referred to the $75 figure. (Kessler, 9/1) 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

Stateline: Amid Opioid Epidemic, States Experiment with Recovery High Schools  
As the nation struggles with an opioid-addiction epidemic, states increasingly have experimented with 
recovery high schools that enroll only kids who have drug and alcohol addiction problems as a way to 
help treat and support them. Today, there are 27 public or charter recovery high schools in 11 states. This 
month, Florida will open its first public recovery high school, in Jacksonville. In July, Pennsylvania Gov. 
Tom Wolf, a Democrat, signed a bill to create a four-year pilot program to allow public school students to 
attend the state’s lone recovery high school, which is private. (Wiltz, 9/1) 

Stat: More US Adults Using Marijuana as Concerns about Risk Decline  
Marijuana use is losing some of its taboo among US adults, according to a new analysis of government 
survey data. In a report published in the journal Lancet Psychiatry Thursday, federal researchers 
conclude that pot use began increasing in about 2007, coinciding with a drop in the number of Americans 
who see the drug as harmful. (Samuel, 8/31) 

WOMEN’S HEALTH 

The New York Times: Moderate Drinking Does Not Affect Fertility  
A new study has found that moderate alcohol consumption does not affect a woman’s ability to get 
pregnant, although higher amounts might. Danish researchers studied 6,120 women trying to conceive in 
stable relationships with male partners. The women reported their drinking habits in questionnaires. By 
the end of the study, 4,210 of the women had gotten pregnant. Women who drank the alcoholic 
equivalent of one to 13 four-ounce glasses of wine a week were no less likely to conceive than those who 
abstained completely. (Bakalar, 8/31) 

KQED: ‘Electronic Tattoos’ Could Monitor Pregnant Moms at Home  
The “electronic tattoo” may sound like an attempt by Silicon Valley to encroach on one of the last few 
activities still requiring an actual human being. But what the term actually refers to is a sensor that 
adheres like a Band-Aid to parts of your body in order to monitor vital signs like heart rate, blood pressure 
and breathing. Another term for the devices– equally evocative–is “smart skin.” Researchers around the 
country are designing electronic tattoos, which look a bit like a child’s sticker but come outfitted with 
wireless antennae. (McClurg, 8/31) 
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PHARMACEUTICALS 

Stat: How Mylan Tried to Keep Teva from Selling a Generic EpiPen  
A new study finds that citizens’ petitions can “play a crucial role in delaying” generic drugs from becoming 
available — and cites Mylan Pharmaceuticals as a prominent example of companies whose reliance on 
such tactics is questionable. In particular, the study points to a petition that Mylan filed in early 2015 in an 
attempt to persuade the FDA not to approve a rival to its EpiPen device for life-threatening allergic 
reactions, which was being developed by Teva Pharmaceuticals. (Silverman, 8/31) 

Consumer Reports: Don't Order EpiPens from Canada  
Faced with skyrocketing costs, several readers have told us they've ordered EpiPens from Canada as a 
way to save money. But we found that there are safer, cheaper options for getting these life-saving 
devices right here in the U.S. The biggest problems with trying to order EpiPens from Canada or any 
other country outside the U.S. is that you can't be sure of what you're getting. (Carr, 8/31) 

Los Angeles Times: Why Drug Prices Rise Even When There's Plenty of Competition  
At least eight pharmaceutical companies sell a decades-old drug that treats gallstones, but the 
competition has done little to keep its price down. Instead the price has skyrocketed. Two years ago, 
ursodiol’s wholesale price was as low as 45 cents a capsule. Then in May 2014, generic drug 
manufacturer Lannett Co. hiked its price to $5.10 per capsule, and one by one its competitors followed 
suit. Experts say this is not how a competitive marketplace is supposed to work. (Petersen, 8/31) 

Los Angeles Times: Experimental Drug Reduces Protein Clumps and Slows Memory 
Loss in Early Alzheimer's  
In a preliminary trial of subjects suffering from memory and thinking problems or diagnosed with early 
Alzheimer’s, a bioengineered medication called aducanumab has demonstrated the ability to clear 
accumulations of beta-amyloid proteins from the brain. And compared with subjects receiving a placebo 
medication, those who got monthly infusions of aducanumab in high doses appeared to experience less 
progressive loss in mental function. (Healy, 8/31) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS 

The Washington Post: Clinton Just Made a Very Important Announcement — and Hardly 
Anyone is Talking about It  
Hillary Clinton made one of the most consequential announcements of her campaign on Monday — and 
hardly anyone is talking about it. The Democratic presidential nominee released a wide-ranging mental-
health strategy — and, unlike much of what she has proposed this election season, it has a real chance 
of becoming law. Congress has over the past several years put serious effort into reforming the federal 
government’s mental-health efforts, producing — but not yet passing — a slew of bills with bipartisan 
backing. This is one of the few issues on which lawmakers may be able to agree. (8/31) 

DHNR is a daily compilation of news stories from GCHP's Communications Department. 

Certain news organizations are protected via a paywall requiring the purchase of a subscription to 
view their content. 
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California Healthline: High-Profile Initiative to Pool Medical Records Lags in California 
‘Progress has been slower than we hoped,’ says one official at Cal INDEX, backed by $80 million from 
two large insurers. (Terhune, 9/2) 

Modern Healthcare: Passage of California Surprise-Bill Legislation could Spur Other 
States to Act  
California medical consumers will enjoy strong new protection against surprise out-of-network medical 
bills starting next July, under a hard-fought bill overwhelmingly approved by the state legislature this 
week. It's widely expected that Democratic Gov. Jerry Brown will sign it. Under the bipartisan bill, AB 72, 
authored by Democratic Assemblyman Rob Bonta, patients who received care in in-network facilities 
would have to pay only in-network cost sharing. (Meyer, 9/1) 

Orange County Register: Our Foster Kids May Be Over-Medicated, but Under-Supervised 
Medically, Report Says 
Thousands of California’s foster care kids may be over-drugged with psychotropic medications, often 
without medical follow-up or a legally required approval from a judge or parent, according to a stinging 
report by the California State Auditor. ... The problems partly are a result of a division of labor when it 
comes to oversight. Two departments oversee foster kids and their medications, but neither could 
completely identify which foster children are prescribed psychotropic medications or even which 
medications they are taking. (Sforza, 9/1) 

CAPITOL HILL WATCH 

The New York Times: Tobacco Industry Works to Block Rules on E-Cigarettes 
The e-cigarette and cigar industries have enlisted high-profile lobbyists and influential congressional allies 
in an attempt to stop the Food and Drug Administration from retroactively examining their products for 
public health risks or banning them from the market. The campaign targets a broad new rule that extends 
F.D.A. jurisdiction to include cigars, e-cigarettes and pipe and hookah tobacco. (Lipton, 9/2) 

The Hill: Pharmacies Urged to Ban Tobacco 
The American Heart Association is pressuring pharmacies to follow the lead of CVS and stop selling 
tobacco. “The public wants this absurd contradiction to come to an end,” CEO Nancy Brown said. “If you 
promote health, you should not be in the business of selling products that can lead to addiction and 
death,” she added. This comes as the CDC published a study that shows 66 percent of Americans do not 
want pharmacies selling tobacco, including roughly half of the smokers surveyed. (Devaney, 9/1) 

HEALTH LAW ISSUES AND IMPLEMENTATION 

Kaiser Health News: Burwell Says HHS Trying to Bring More Insurers into Marketplaces 
Burwell also mentioned HHS is seeking to increase enrollment by working with the Internal Revenue 
Service to contact people who paid a penalty for not having coverage and providing information about 
how to enroll on the exchanges. HHS and other federal agencies have also worked to reduce “data 
matching” errors that may have prevented eligible people from signing up for coverage. (Carey, 9/1) 
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PUBLIC HEALTH AND EDUCATION 

California Healthline: Cardiac Rehab Improves Health, but Cost and Access Issues 
Complicate Success 
Research shows exercise-based cardiac rehab programs help heart patients heal faster and live longer. 
But fewer than a third take part. Time and cost are the main barriers, doctors and patients say. (Julie 
Appleby, 9/2) 

Kaiser Health News: Drop in Teen Pregnancies is Due to More Contraceptives, not Less 
Sex 
Teen pregnancy is way down. And a study suggests that the reason is increased, and increasingly 
effective, use of contraceptives. From 2007 to 2013, births to teens age 15 to 19 dropped by 36 percent; 
pregnancies fell by 25 percent from 2007 to 2011, according to federal data. But that wasn’t because 
teens were shunning sex. ... Rather, the researchers from the Guttmacher Institute and Columbia 
University found that “improvement in contraceptive use” accounted for the entire reduced risk of 
pregnancy over the five-year period. (Rovner, 9/2) 

The Boston Globe: Takeda to Develop Zika Vaccine in Cambridge 
Takeda Pharmaceutical Co. is joining the campaign to develop a Zika vaccine with nearly $20 million in 
US funding for a Cambridge-based research program. The company, which last year said it will move its 
global vaccines business to Cambridge from Deerfield, Ill., disclosed Thursday that it was tapped by the 
Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority to produce a vaccine to treat the virus in the 
United States and abroad. The initial contract of $19.8 million will fund the program into early-stage 
clinical trials. If it moves through late-stage trials, funding could grow up to $312 million. (Weisman, 9/2) 

Los Angeles Times: Florida Finds Zika in Trapped Mosquitoes, Confirming the Virus is 
Being Spread by the Insects 
Authorities in Florida have found the Zika virus in mosquitoes in Miami Beach, confirming what they had 
suspected: The virus that can cause devastating birth defects is being spread by the insects. The three 
mosquitoes that tested positive for Zika were trapped in a 1.5-square-mile area that had already been 
identified as a source of infection, the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services said 
Thursday. (Zavis, 9/1) 

Modern Healthcare: Should the Cost of Naloxone be Determined by its Public Health 
Impact? 
The rising cost of naloxone—a 40-year-old drug capable of reversing drug overdoses—is prompting 
questions about the wisdom of allowing market-forces to determine the price of a vital tool in the public 
health response to the nation’s opioid crisis. Some say the federal government should purchase the drug 
and distribute it to state and local health agencies at a more affordable price. (Johnson, 9/1) 

NBC News: Yoga, Acupuncture Can Help Some Pain, Studies Find 
Some "natural" techniques can help ease pain, including acupuncture, yoga, tai chi and massage, 
government researchers said Thursday. A review of high-quality studies shows these approaches rarely 
cause any harm and can help people with lower back pain, headaches and arthritic knees, the team at 
the National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health found. (Fox, 9/1) 
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PHARMACEUTICALS 

The New York Times: EpiPen Price Increases could Mean More Riches for Executives 
Heather Bresch, chief executive at Mylan, the pharmaceutical giant that has been vilified for price 
increases on its EpiPen allergy treatment, maintains that her company has attained a sort of capitalist 
nirvana — it does good for others while doing well for itself. But the argument that Mylan has achieved a 
balance benefiting all of its stakeholders simply doesn’t hold up when viewed through the prism of the 
company’s recent proxy filings. Those materials detail the company’s executive pay and show, for 
example, that Mylan’s top brass received a windfall when it incorporated overseas in 2014 to cut its tax 
bill sharply. (Morgenson, 9/1) 

EDITORIALS AND OPINIONS 

Los Angeles Times: Chiropractors See Diabetes as a Chance for New Patients — and 
Profit 
A Sacramento chiropractor, James Joseph Martin, was arrested in July on felony charges of practicing 
medicine without a license and grand theft after authorities said he claimed to be a “thyroid and diabetic 
specialist” who practiced “functional neurology and metabolic medicine.” According to the California 
Board of Chiropractic Examiners, Martin presented himself as a “doctor of pastoral science,” licensed by 
the Pastoral Medical Assn. The Medical Board of California ruled that “doctor of pastoral science is not 
recognized in California and does not authorize anyone to practice medicine or any of the healing arts in 
the state.” What’s noteworthy about the case isn’t that a chiropractor was passing himself off as a 
diabetes authority. Rather, it’s that so many other chiropractors do it as well — yet manage to stay within 
the law. (David Lazarus, 9/2) 
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